
Slingshot rear Top center tail fin running and brake with OEM harness

 

Test fit the new LED bar, it will start from 
the very bottom rear of the SS and work 
its way all the way up.  Be sure to not 
stretch the tube.  Install from bottom to 
top.  While installing push the tube 
towards the rear of the SS so it does not 
stretch to the top.

Once you've test fit the LED tube you will 
make 2 small holes on each side of the 
center tail fin towards the rear of the SS, 
see picture on left.  Drill a small hole just 
big enough to allow wire to pass through 
the inside of the rear deck panel.

Drill where the arrows are shown.  Once 
drilled you will run wire through and place 
the LED tube right on top of the drilled 
hole to conceal the wire.  

Clean using the alcohol pad along the tail 
fin.  Apply primer only to the first 2 inches 
and end 2” of the area on the SS where 
the LED tube will be applied to.

Contents of your package

(2) Special red LED tube
(1) OEM harness connector

(2) Alcohol pads
(1) Primer

You will need to remove or loosen 
the top rear deck to get to the the 
tail-light harness.  Left or right 
side does not matter.

Factory harness plug

Drill where the arrows are and 
install from here to top



Slingshot rear Top center tail fin running and brake with OEM harness

Terminal lever lock, pull up 90 
degree to open snap shut to 
close

The new OEM harness provided 
has a male and female end.  Plug 
one side into the tail light and 
plug the factory wire into the 
other side of the supplied 
harness.

Pull off the red male bullet 
connector attached to the brown 
wire on your harness, Crimp both 
of the black wire from the LED to 
the red male bullet.  Insert red 
bullet into the brown wire on the 
harness.  This is your ground.

Insert the red wire from both LED 
into the terminal lever lock (+)and 
snap close the lever lock.

Brown wire is the ground terminal

Provided OEM harness

DO NOT USE THE

BLACK
YELLOW
RED WIRES from the harness


